Cell Tower Emissions are Extremely Dangerous.
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Cell Towers Are Dangerous. We Believe You Have the Right to Know.

Cell Towers

Millions love their cell phones, but are uninformed of their real dangers. Learn the Truth @ DiscoverRealAnswers.com
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Outside Radiation Sources are Making Millions Sick!
Cell Towers are Extremely Dangerous.
Unfortunately, whether you're a cell phone user or not you are under
constant attack, being bombarded by radiofrequency microwave
(RF/MW) radiation that's emitted into the environment from distant and
nearby cell towers, other people's cell phones, other wireless devices,
satellite, even radar. This non-thermal form of radiation is thought by
many to be much more detrimental to human health than thermal
radiation, which is used to cook food in microwave ovens.
The Human Body operates on electrical impulses and is electrically
sensitive to outside influences. Radiofrequency microwave (RF/MW)
radiation, which is used to transmit wireless signals and is emitted from cell towers,
influence and interfere with the body’s natural functioning. Dr. Henry Lai, leading
researcher in this field and head of Washington University’s bioengineering department
states, “There is no question that radiofrequency radiation affects functions in cells and
living organisms.”
Scientists and researchers have been studying the effects of RF/MW radiation long
before cell phones or cell towers ever existed. As early as the late 1960s, studies have
repeatedly shown that even small doses
Open the Blood-Brain Barrier which allows dangerous toxins into the brain which
can lead to headaches, increased intracranial pressure, and irreversible brain
damage.
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Since then, over 15,000 published scientific studies have shown that RF/MW radiation
radiation.
exposure adversely affects people physically, mentally, and emotionally, disrupting the
fundamental operation of the neurological, gastrointestinal, cardiovascular,
reproductive, respiratory, and immune systems. Studies have also confirmed that
cellular radiation exposure at the microwave level causes DNA damage, significantly
increases cancer risk, and accelerates cancer growth. For more information visit
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proven illnesses.
The environment has never been as polluted as it is today with this hazardous form of
radiation. Cell towers are one of the primary contributors of the RF/MW radiation being
released into our environment. The competition between cell phone companies is
fierce; hundreds of towers are being erected each day just to keep up with the high
demand for service and to eliminate dropped calls. This also means that the RF/MW
radiation which is used to transmit cell phone and other wireless signals is constantly
being emitted from these towers. These signals are exposing everyone within a five
mile radius on a constant, uninterrupted, 24/7, 365 days a year operating schedule.
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The invisible rays from the RF/MW radiation being emitted from these cell towers
secretly invades the human body and is affecting the health and lives of numerous
people without them even being aware of the source of their ailments. Western doctors
are also uniformed of the disease which the rest of the world recognizes and has
appropriately labeled Microwave Sickness. Since October 2002, more than one
hundred German doctors have signed a document stating they've noticed a
tremendous increase in patients with health concerns related to cell phone and chronic
cell tower radiation exposure (Microwave Sickness).
Multiple studies worldwide have been conducted on people who work, reside, or attend
school in close proximity of cell towers. Although adverse health effects have been
observed in individuals living as far as five miles away from active cell towers, those
who live, work, or attend school closest to the radiating towers experience the highest
degree of exposure which corresponds to increased evidence of adverse health effects.
Students who attend schools where cell towers are placed nearby, have a significant
slowing of reaction time, difficulty concentrating and learning, mood swings, and
reduced memory.
Germany's Bavarian State Government funded a study on cell towers, their placement,
and the effects of their emissions. They reported a significant drop in yield and
"extraordinary behavior disorders” in dairy cattle shortly after nearby cell towers were
erected and transmitting signals. Both abnormalities returned to normal after the cattle
were relocated to an area away from the cell towers!
Close range exposure to microwaves from cell phone towers has evoked symptoms of
Microwave Sickness in humans shortly after signal transmissions began. Radiation
exposure is significantly increased with each additional panel, lobe, or cone that's
attached to its mast. Sensitivity and response to the RF/MW radiation signals vary
among individuals. Adverse health effects are cumulative and worsen over time with
increased exposure; permanent, irreversible damage can take place in as little as 5
years.
Microwave Sickness is the universal term for those who become ill from radiofrequency
microwave (RF/MW) radiation exposure from cell phones, cell towers, radar, satellite,
other wireless devices, or a combination. Symptoms begin innocent enough and at first,
usually with headaches and fatigue, which are easily attributed to stress. Unfortunately,
it doesn’t take long before these acute irritants turn into a debilitating, chronic illness.
The only way to effectively relieve the symptoms of Microwave Sickness is to eliminate
all sources of exposure and with active towers placed every few miles this can be
extremely difficult to do…if not impossible. Since RF/MW radiation weakens the body's
immune system, drugs may only help for a short time. Symptoms of Microwave
Sickness are cumulative and intensify in effect and frequency with continued exposure.

Common Symptoms of Microwave Sickness
resulting from RF/MW radiation exposure include:
Fatigue
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Headache
Anxiety
Irritability
Aggressive Behavior
Attention Deficit; Concentration Difficulties
Confusion
Learning Difficulties
Weakening of the Immune System
Making it more difficult to fight illness and disease on your own. Reduces the
effectiveness of prescription drugs.

Depression
Dizziness
Decrease in Libido
Short Term Memory Loss
Slowed Reaction Time
Reduction Physical Performance & Endurance
Changes in Blood Pressure
Calcium Ions Alterations
Calcium Ions cause the heart to contract.

Melatonin Reduction
Melatonin regulates our wake/sleep cycle, our heart beat, and is
our most powerful naturally produced anti-oxidant, a vital cancer-preventing
hormone.

A reduction of melatonin...
Disrupts sleep/wake cycle leading to significant sleep
disturbance and insomnia.
Kills cells.
Damages DNA.
Promotes premature aging.
Causes neurological damage
Provokes reproductive disorders
Increases cancer risk
http://www.discoverrealanswers.com/Cell_Towers.shtml
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Disrupts the normal functioning of vital organs such as the brain,
heart, lungs, reproductive organs and the immune system.
Since melatonin regulates the heart beat and calcium ions
cause the heart to contract, interference of either function
greatly increases the risk of heart disease and heart attack.
Melatonin levels increase when exposure is eliminated.

Increased Cancer Risk
A significantly elevated risk of cancer and leukemia in those who
live, work, or attend school within 1km of a cell tower.
Studies completed in San Francisco, Australia, Hawaii, Italy,
Great Britain, and the U.K.,
all confirm similar results.
Exposure accelerates cancer growth.
Childhood leukemia mortality rate is higher in a
5 mile radius of cell towers.
Cancer risk declines with distance.
Unlike cell phones, which direct its harmful radiation straight into your ear canal and
into your brain, cell tower emissions irradiate your entire body. The good news is that
it’s easier for your body as a whole to dissipate the radioactive energy, rather than
having it focused at any one area. The bad news is that cell tower emissions are much
more intense and as mentioned earlier, the constant bombardment of its microwaves
has, and continues to, debilitate the health and livelihood of millions throughout the
world.

And if the Permanent Damage
Resulting from Microwave Sickness and
the Acceleration of Cancer isn't Bad Enough,
Consider This...
As a way to overcome any potential problems that may interrupt the steady and rapid
erection of cell towers throughout the nation, the cellular industry established The 1996
Telecommunications Act (Law). This act limits the ability of local communities
and residents to resist the placement of cell towers due to health concerns.
Remember our government does not govern the cellular industry, they have been given
the authority by our government to govern themselves. Therefore, if tower placement
benefits the cell company, we don't have a leg to stand on, our concerns simply don't
matter. Now what happened to freedom of speech? And if these towers weren't
hazardous to our health, why would such a Law be necessary?

If Radiofrequency Microwave Radiation Isn't Harmful...
then why have the Japanese, the Russians,
and Now the Americans
Employed it in their Military Weapons?
http://www.discoverrealanswers.com/Cell_Towers.shtml
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How Can Something Be Classified as A Weapon
if it's Not Harmful?
Knowing that someone has the ability to cook you alive,
change your behavior, or get you to do things you would
otherwise never do, without your knowledge or consent
is frightening. Realizing that it is also possible for
someone to project sounds, voices, thoughts, and
feelings into your head without your knowledge or
awareness is seriously disturbing. This is no longer a
futuristic possibility, these tactics are being used in
warfare around the world today.
Radiofrequency microwave (RF/MW) radiation, like that which is used to transmit
signals from cell towers to and from your cell phone are so powerful and destructive
that they are being implemented into today's military weapons. By directing this nonthermal radiation at enemy troops the aggressor has the ability to easily impose
confusion, headaches, fatigue, and anxiety. Inaudible, yet understood voice messages
to promote behavior changes can also be projected into the minds of the enemy. This
was even a consideration to be employed on sect leader David Koresh in Waco, TX to
make him release his hostages.
Employing this type of military weapon would be debilitating to any enemy and certainly
has the capability of driving them mad. The History Channel recently ran a segment
about how the Japanese developed their "Death Ray" using radiofrequency
microwaves in the 1950s. I was informed that the Russians used this technology in war
time on the Afghanistan people to control their behavior. Remember no heating or
discomfort is ever detected with RF/MW radiation, therefore victims are completely
unaware of the danger they're faced with.
In 1985 CNN TV ran a special segment on Russian Electromagnetic Weapons. They
discussed the awesome power and the unparallel degree of destruction that can be
achieved by directing RF/MW radiation at various targets. If the target is people...this
energy could "cook" them to death as if they were in a microwave oven. Computers,
communication devices, airplanes, missiles, and other electronic equipment can easily
become disabled. This radiation, like that emitted from cell phones and aimed directly
at your head with every use, also has the capability to produce explosions just as
powerful and devastating as a nuclear explosion without the radioactivity!
Late 1994 the U.S. government began testing their HAARP project in Alaska. It is one
of the most powerful radar system's in the world. Its capabilities include heating the
ionosphere to change its altitude, by sending out electromagnetic signals and having
them return to any part of the world they choose. The frequencies used are those which
have been proven to affect the human nervous system and HAARP does have the
capability to influence and control the human mind. Although the U.S. government
insists that its purpose is strictly scientific, many factors point to its potential for military
use.
RF/MW radiation is powerful and dangerous, yet the cellular giants continue to
brainwash us into believing it's all safe.?
Click Here for References and More on Weapons Using RF/MW Radiation
Click Here for More Resources about Cell Towers
The realization of this tragedy is truly frightening. In a very short period of time we will
no longer be able to run or hide from dangerous cell tower emissions and the
devastating effects that have been shown to occur just a few short years after they
become active. One must ponder, “What will become of us?” Worse yet, “What will
become of our children?”
http://www.discoverrealanswers.com/Cell_Towers.shtml
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Remember most of what you hear about cell phone dangers is directly from an industry
that wants to keep their secrets hidden and their bank accounts full.
We encourage you to read through this entire web site,
check out our safety products, our 600+ resources, and safety tips.
We know you won't give up your phone, we don't want you to.
We simply want you to be informed and be safe - You Have A Right to Know!
If you value what you've learned, please share this web site with a friend.
email them this link: www.DiscoverRealAnswers.com
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